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Ø Rat cortical neuron spikes have different 
shapes depending on the spatial location of 
stimulation Sardi et al. (2017) Nature ScIentIfIc
REPORTS (2017)

Ø Shapes vary from fast vs. slow repolarizing 
spike with a tail

Ø The slowly-repolarizing tail could be caused by 
high-voltage-activated Ca2+ channels on the 
dendritic arbor

Approach: Use spike shapes to indicate different sources of
neural stimulation in a single analog electronic neuron

ØWe designed astromorphic
circuits that monitor neuromorphic 
network activity over long time 
scales and initiate plasticity 
mechanisms in order to maintain 
stable firing rates.

ØWe placed the input-selective 
neuron in a self-repairing 
astrocyte-neuromorphic network.
»Output selectivity of re-routed 

signals can be encoded by 
spike shape

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A MULTI-DENDRITE 
NEURON WITH HVA CA2+ CHANNELS

ØAxon hillock emits a spike AP_POST when 
SOMA is over the threshold for firing.

ØDEND potentials also stimulate high 
voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+ channels on 
the cell that affect the shape of AP_POST.

2. A neuron circuit that emits spikes with different shapes 
depending on specific stimulation patterns

Frequency: 
Controls the rate of spiking with a control voltage F.

HVA Ca2+ Channel:
Controls the repolarization tail shape output action 

potential AP_POST.
Each channel is activated by one dendritic potential.
Tail shapes tuned with control voltage.
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ØNeuron spikes if at least 2 inputs are 
given.

ØHVA Ca2+ channel activation at a branch 
requires at least 2 inputs on that branch.

ØHVA Ca2+ channels for each branch were 
configured with different decays 
(Decay1=0.22V, Decay2=0.24V)
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3. Simulation results: a neuron with input-specific spiking

4. Example Astrocyte-mediated signal re-routing  in a 
bio-inspired damaged ocular network
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› S1 and S3 are strong 
synapses.
› S2 and S4 begin as weak or 

silent synapses.
› Initially, N1 preferentially 

responds to left eye activity 
(AP_left), and N2 preferentially 
responds to right eye activity 
(AP_right).
› An astrocyte monitors activity 

of neuron N1 (AP_POST1).
› If the astrocyte detects low 

activity in N1, it stimulates 
synapse S4 with 
gliotransmitters (GT), 
strengthening it.
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Ø AP_left and 
AP_right stimulate 
with spikes every 
20us.

Ø At 200us, neuron 
N1 is simulated to 
have a fault by 
grounding all its 
weights, making it 
unresponsive.

Ø Astrocyte responds 
to activity in N1 
(AP_POST1).

Axon hillock circuit with effects from 2 dendrites

1.  Neurons spiking differently signal different input sources

3.1. BACKGROUND

Figure 3.1: Activity in postsynaptic neuron 1 causes DSE at presynaptic axon terminal 1 and
e-SP at presynaptic axon terminal 2. (1) Activity in neuron 1 causes (2) 2-AG to be synthe-
sized and relesed in postsynaptic dendrite 1. (3) 2-AG activates CB1R’s on homoneuronal
presynaptic terminal 1. (4) This then inhibits glutamate release by presynaptic terminal 1,
causing DSE. (5) 2-AG can also activate CB1R’s on an adjacent astrocyte. (6) This causes
elevations in intracellular Ca2+ and (7) stimulates the release of glutamate. (8) Astrocytic
glutamate activates mGluR’s on heteroneuronal presynaptic terminal 2. (9) This potentiates
glutamate release causing e-SP.

between neurons through astrocytic pathways. e-SP potentiates heteroneuronal synapses

that are not connected to the neuron producing 2-AG.

Navarrete and Araque demonstrated the e↵ects of DSE and e-SP [6]. Results from their

experiments are shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2(b) shows the setup used in their experiments.

A neuron (green) is stimulated by applying depolarizing pulses that generate spiking, and

responses are measured in surrounding synapses. Responses are recorded from homoneuronal

synapses on the stimulated neuron (green) or from heteroneuronal synapses on a di↵erent

neuron (blue). The red cells illustrate astrocytes. Figure 3.2(a) shows the relative probability
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5. Mimic astrocyte mechanism to preserve homeostasis
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USC Viterbi Graphic Identity Program Approved Two-color Combinations

The examples shown are the approved color combinations for USC Viterbi 
logotypes. As a standard, two colors — Pantone 201C, Pantone 123C and 
black (including their CMYK and RGB equivalents) — should be used. The 
university monogram is the central connection through the entire program and 
should always appear in the brighter or more dominant of the two colors.

Cardinal Background
When the logotype appears 
on a cardinal background, 
it reverses to white and the 
monogram runs gold.

White Background
When the logotype appears 
on a white background, 
the primary configuration 
is cardinal monogram with 
black shield and black 
wordmark.

Gold Background
When the logotype ap-
pears on a gold back-
ground, it can either 
reverse to white or run 
black. The monogram 
should always run cardi-
nal on a gold background.

Black Background
When the logotype 
appears on a black 
background, it reverses 
to white and the mono-
gram runs either cardinal 
or gold.
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USC Graphic Identity Program Formal Logotype

The formal USC logotype consists of the university seal, monogram and 
primary wordmark in a flush-left configuration. Combined in this specific 
manner, these elements create a distinct logotype that is the most formal 
expression of the USC identity. Documents, publications and merchandise 
items displaying the university seal imply official sanction by the university. 
For optimal reproduction, two versions of this combination have been created, 
for regular- and small-use applications. Do not alter or attempt to recreate 
these elements in any way. Always use approved artwork.

The regular-use version contains the regular-use seal.
No maximum usage restriction. Minimum usage is 6 inches wide 

(shown above).

3.4"

The small-use version contains the small-use seal. Maximum usage 
is less than 6 inches wide. Minimum usage is 3.4 inches wide. 

Recorded action potentials:

Stimulated from right

Stimulated from left

Neuron 1

Neuron 2

We demonstrated that our astrocyte-neuromorphic circuits 
can produce plasticity for self-repair and homeostasis


